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2.REPORTS
A. Minutes of the Fortieth Annual Business Meeting of the Swiss
American Historical Society
Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church House, New York, New York
October 4, 2003
Between 9:15 and 10 a.m. members of the Swiss American Historical
Society assembled at the Church House of the Madison Avenue
Presbyterian Church and enjoyed fellowship over coffee and rolls. At 10:05
SAHS President Marianne Burkhard called the meeting to order and greeted
the group, among them especially Dr. Amhof, Cultural Counselor of the
Embassy of Switzerland in Washington, D.C. and Ms. Eigensatz, Cultural
Counselor of the Swiss Consulate General of New York. Dr. Burkhard
announced that former Ambassador Faith Whittlesey was unable to address
the meeting in the afternoon for reasons of health, but that Swiss
Ambassador Loretan of the Consulate General of New York would speak
in her place. The SAHS President also mentioned that Mary Huber Leedy,
the SAHS Secretary, was unable to attend and that Leo Schelbert had
agreed to take the minutes. She also pointed out that this was the fortieth
annual meeting of the reactivated SAHS. She asked L. Schelbert to say a
few words about Dr. Lukas F. Burckhardt who had passed away on March
3, 2003. In 1963 Dr. Burckhardt had been the main promoter of the SAHS
reactivation and had served as its Secretary and Newsletter Editor from
1964 to 1970. L. Schelbert briefly characterized him and read the
unsolicited appraisal of Dr. Arnold Price, formerly of the State Department
and the Library of Congress, who viewed Dr. Burckhardt as "the best
cultural attache" of the many he had known, including non-Swiss.
The meeting decided to dispense with the reading of the Minutes of the
Annual Meeting of 2002 which were approved without emendations. Dr.
Burkhard then gave her annual report about the activities of the past year.
She mentioned that the book One Small Lifetime, re-edited by Ernest
Thurston, had been sent to all members. She also reported that the new
genealogical guide by Lewis B. Rohrbach was ready for publication, but
was held up because a new Swiss law had not yet been promulgated that
related to archival matters. The author did not want the new guide to be outof-date at its publication. The book will, hopefully, be distributed to SAHS
members in the not too distant future. Dr. Burkhard further reported that the
Swiss Benevolent Society of Chicago had awarded $2000 to the SAHS
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towards the translation of Leo Lesquereux's 1853 memoir, and that the
SAHS had supported the restoration of the original lighting fixtures of the
renovated Rudolf Ganz Hall. Due to illness she had not been able to attend
the event of October 26 called "Ganz Hall - A Celebration", which was
attended by the Ambassador of Switzerland to the United States, His
Excellency Christian Blickenstorfer.
With the approval of the SAHS Advisory Board the SAHS President
had allocated $500.00 for a project called "Spurensuche". It was initiated
by Dr. Berndt Klewitz of the Goethe Institut, Chicago, and involved two
aspects: The publication of a 48-page brochure featuring 10 German, 5
Austrian, and five Swiss themes relating to the Midwest since 1945 that
might be of interest to teachers, visitors, and members of German-speaking
organizations. The pamphlet was to be followed by the construction of a
website for which the brochure would serve as a basis, but which would be
more comprehensive. (The Illinois Humanities Council has awarded
$10,000 for the project.) The Consulates General of Austria, Germany, and
Switzerland were active participants in the project. L. Schelbert,
representing the SAHS, served as volunteer academic advisor. Copies of the
brochure, once available, will be distributed to all members.
The SAHS President reported on the answers she had received in
response to the questionnaire she had sent out, asking SAHS members to
assess the organization's pursuits. The answers of the 71, that is 22.3
percent of respondents, were as follows:
Excellent Good Fair Inadequate
1. How do you rate SAHS activities:
2. How do you rate the SAHS Review:
3. How do you rate SAHS books:

33
41
48

29
27
17

3

3
3

1
1
1

Among suggestions made were the construction of a website, the creation
of a genealogy committee, the providing of more information about Frenchspeaking Swiss as well as Swiss in medicine, business, and technology, and
the relations between Switzerland and the United States. Dr. Burkhard
mentioned that the Embassy of Switzerland's website www.swissemb.org)
did give basic information about the SAHS as well as the website of Picton
Press www.pictonpress.com which had brought in some new SAHS
members. She then thanked the officers for their good work, Rosa
Schupbach for arranging the meeting, and Ambassador Loretan for hosting
the group for a late afternoon reception.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/9
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Rosa Schupbach, Chair of the Nominating Committee, which included
Jacques Schoch, Ernie Thurston, and Franz von Arx, presented the
following nominations: For Second SAHS Vice President (in Switzerland):
Laura Villiger; for Treasurer: Ernest Thurston. For the Advisory Board: H.
Dwight Page, Simone Schoch, Jiirg Siegenthaler, and Franz von Arx. The
nominations were accepted by voice vote. Dr. Burkhard then thanked
Miquelon Weyeneth for her work as Treasurer and Simon Netzle for his
efforts as Vice President in Switzerland. As the next Nominating
Committee she appointed R. Schupbach, Chair, H. Bachmann, and L.
Schelbert.
Next the report was received of the Committee that consisted of Monika
Bachmann Bracken, Rosa Schupbach, Chair, and Jiirg Sigenthaler, and had
been charged with examining the materials provided by the planned Swiss
Center for North America. The Committee members found that the project
was ambitious and potentially of long-term significance. At present
fundraising and an extended marketing campaign were paramount. The
expertise the SAHS could provide was at present not needed, but might be
useful once the library and archive were operating. Dr. Donald Tritt
supplemented the information given. He stated that other similar institutions
had been visited, listed the members of the Center's Advisory Board, and
reported that additional property was being purchased that included a 25acre annexation to the township. He also observed that a large number of
books, artifacts, and records were waiting to be received by the Center. Dr.
Jiirg Sigenthaler asked about the Swiss Government's contribution; Dr. Tritt
answered that it had earmarked sFr. 500,000.00 for the project.
Ernest Thurston, Membership Secretary and Treasurer, stated that the
membership stood at 274, and that the dues increase was partially
responsible for the large drop of3 5 members because of non-payment of the
annual dues; a further 22 were dropped by request or because they had died.
Ms. Paula Sherman then questioned the resignation of Ms. W eyeneth as
Treasurer. SAHS President Burkhard explained that the difference of views
on how to administer the funds of the Society had become irreconcilable.
Dr. Philip Gelzer asked why the SAHS Membership List was being kept
from the members. After some discussion the meeting decided to send the
list to all members, but "for private use only"; ifused for other purposes, the
consent of the SAHS President was to be asked for. A motion of Dr. Philip
Gelzer to distribute the membership list to all SAHS members was seconded
and passed unanimously. A proposal presented at the last annual meeting to
view the SAHS finances from three perspectives-an operating fund, an
investment fund, and a special projects fund-was briefly discussed. It was
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agreed that the investment fund should at present not be below $40,000 and
that the money available above that sum would provide a guideline for what
could be sponsored financially by the Society under the rubric "Special
Programs." Ernest Thurston, the SAHS Treasurer, pointed out that the
proceeds from the Investment Fund of $40,000 did at present indeed
balance the annual expenditures needed for Life memberships.
Dr. H. Dwight Page reported on the SAHS Review which he edits. He
reviewed the themes covered in the past year and his plans for the coming
year. He also asked for volunteers to translate two articles in German for an
issue on the Swiss Reformation and encouraged those present to submit
suitable items. Dr. Burkhard presented a motion of Ms. Nicole Butz, editor
of the SAHS book series, to match the $2000 grant of the Swiss Benevolent
Society of Chicago for a translation of the Lesquereux mid-nineteenth
century portrait of the United States, to be undertaken by Dr. H.D. Page in
the summer of 2004. The motion passed unanimously.
Since there was no new business, the meeting was adjourned around
noon.
In the afternoon session Ambassador Loretan sketched Switzerland's
position in today's turbulent world, especially in relation to the United
States and the United Nations. Elizabeth M. Siber then presented excerpts
from Erfahrungen und Lauterungen of J.C. Lohbauer, an astute observer of
American conditions, who was killed in the Civil War in 1863. The
publication, which E. Siber has translated into English, is of special interest
to the SAHS.
The reception at Ambassador Loretan' s residence in midtown
Manhattan allowed for animated conversation of the members and was a
delightful conclusion of the fortieth annual SAHS meeting.
Leo Schelbert
Secretary pro temp.
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B. President's Report
It is my privilege to report about our society's activities at this 40th
annual Meeting since the society was reactivated.
Shortly after the last annual meeting Ernst Thurkauf s memoir One
Small Lifetime was distributed to all members. It was edited by his son
Ernest Thurston, who has been very active as Membership Secretary of our
society for several years. The three issues of the Review appeared at their
usual times (November, February, June), its editing now in the able hands
of Professor Dwight Page. Our next book project, Lewis B. Rohrbach's
Genealogical Guide is ready for printing, but is being held back until the
new Swiss law concerning Archives has been finalized. Mr. Rohrbach does
not want to publish a book which will be outdated shortly after it appeared.
This Genealogical Guide will replace the excellent guide by Paul Anthon
Nielsen which the SAHS published in 1979, and which has been out of print
for some time. The new Guide will do all it can to help find information
about Swiss ancestors even as access to Swiss records
has-unfortunately-become more difficult. This book will be a publication
of Picton Press, and the SAHS will purchase 350 copies for its members at
a price below $10.00.
Again, as in so many previous years, the society has already taken the
first steps toward new publication. This is Leo Lesquereux' memoir Lettres
d'Amerique. During this past year, Donald Tritt, who will be the editor,
secured a grant of $2000 from the Swiss Benevolent Society of Chicago
toward the translation of this book from French into English.
Last October, the Society was represented at the festive inauguration of
the Rudolf Ganz Recital Hall at Roosevelt University in Chicago.
Unfortunately, a flue kept me from attending this event which was honored
by the presence of Ambassador Christian Blickenstorfer. This past spring,
some of our members were instrumental in a project spearheaded by the
Goethe Institute of Chicago. Under the titled Spurensuche a small
publication will present recent German, Swiss and Austrian immigrants to
the Midwest. For Switzerland the following people were chosen: Elisabeth
Kubler-Ross, Mari Sandoz, a writer from Nebraska, the musician Rudolf
Ganz, the Amish since 1945, and the Valley Queen Cheese Factory ofMax
Gonzenbach and Rudi N ef and their cheese factory in Milbank, South
Dakota. The purpose of this publication is to raise more interest in people's
ethnic background and to present examples of how immigrants entered into
a fruitful dialogue with the culture of their new country. With the consent
of the officers, I authorized a contribution of$500 toward this project which
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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is now in the production stage and which will be made available to us later
this fall.
Another important activity in the past year was the questionnaire which
was sent out at the beginning of the year together with the dues notice.
Since we had not queried members of the society since the late 1970s, it
was time to do so again. We wanted to see how our members see and rate
our activities which are financed to the largest part by their dues. And we
also wanted to ask them for any suggestions.
Of the 318 questionnaires which were sent out, 71 were returned which
represent 22.3% of the total membership. Yet we also need to consider that
31 questionnaires went to institutional members, primarily libraries, and 9
to consulate and 2 to embassies, that is to institutions which are less likely
to respond to a questionnaire; moreover, the libraries subscribe to our
Review which, in itself, is proof that they find it worth its price ($75). Ifwe
deduct these institutional members, the return would be almost 26%. While
this does not seem very high, it is a very respectable return for
questionnaires since returns between 20-30% are common, and a 40%
return is seen as exceptional. Moreover, 36 members also provided a few
lines of comments, and 6 more wrote comments ranging from one-third to
an entire typed page. Thus, 42 of those responding, or 59%, took time to
express their opinions more specifically (cf. summary).
The first question asked to rate all the SAHS activities as outlined at the
top of the questionnaire. The responses (cf. handout) were "excellent" 33,
"good" 29, "fair" 3, "inadequate" 1. The second question about the SAHS
Review garnered "excellent" 44, "good" 27, "fair" 3, "inadequate" 1. The
third question referred to the other SAHS publications; the responses were
"excellent" 48, "good" 17, "fair" 4, "inadequate" 1. These numbers show
both a very consistent response and a high degree of satisfaction.
Here are just a few examples of comments. Members "get a lot for their
money", the Review, especially in its new format, is appreciated and at
times shared with other family members, several comments praised the
variety of topics treated in the Review. The book publications garnered
many positive and also some negative comments: e.g. "I enjoy all
publications', "books are great", "I hated to see my due increase, but the
publications are worth the cost", the "novels are not too exciting", "many
books are of no interest to me, half their numbers but really scholarly ones
would be better". One person thanks the officers, another one says, "Keep
up the good work", and another "I appreciate all the work of people who do
not get paid for their time and probably even pay some of their expenses".
One comment, rating the overall activities and the books as "inadequate",
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/9
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the Review as "fair", was decidedly negative: "There is nothing that the
society provides for me to justify a 67% increase in dues". One person
suggested that books should only be published "if there is sufficient
interest" after polling the membership, or that members should be able to
opt out of books.
In the following I will list the main suggestions (cf. summary), and
perhaps there will be some time for an initial discussion which then will be
continued. Several suggestions concerned genealogical information, one
member suggested that members with expertise might form a "History and
Genealogy Research Commission", another said, "I wish more members
would tell their stories". There were suggestions that the Review and SAHS
activities include topics from the sciences (e.g. medicine), technology and
the business world, and immigration of Swiss scientists to the US, that we
develop a website, a speakers' bureau for each region in the US containing
the names of possible speakers on matters pertaining to Switzerland, a guide
to settlements and museum collections, more information about French
speaking Swiss immigrants to the US, links with other Swiss organizations,
press releases about our activities.
Clearly the responses show that the members are satisfied with what the
society does, and the suggestions received stay within the basic parameters
of our goals. The officers will discuss the suggestions and see what might
be feasible. By necessity, our plans and goals must be rather modest
because each one of the persons involved in doing things for the society
does so on top of other professional responsibilities, but out of conviction
that the SAHS provides a valuable service in researching many (though not
all) facets of Swiss-American relations and in gathering valuable basic
material ( Grundlagenforschung) about Swiss immigration and the
contribution of Swiss immigrants to American life and culture.
In concluding I would like to say that our society can look with some
pride on its 40 years of existence. Though we are small in numbers and our
members are quite scattered over the United States and Switzerland (with
a few members in Canada and Germany), we have consistently contributed
to the better understanding of Swiss emigration and immigration and of the
relationship between our two countries. It is my hope that the society will
continue to be of assistance to individuals searching to understand their
family's emigration and to the academic community being engaged in
understanding the larger questions raised by immigration and cultural
adaptation.
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Expression of Gratitude
In concluding, I would like to express my gratitude to all those who
have contributed to the society's work over the past year, especially
Miquelon W eyeneth and Simon N etzle for their service to the society, Ernie
Thurston for taking over the Treasurer's duties, as well as all the officers
and the members of the New Glarus Committee for their contributions.
I would like to thank Rosa Schupbach for making the arrangements for
this meeting. Ambassador Loretan, Consul General of Switzerland in New
York, deserves a very special thank you: he indicated early in the summer
that he would not only attend our meeting, but also most graciously invited
us to a reception at his residence. And if this were not already enough, he
also agreed to speak to us when, just three weeks ago, we learned that
Ambassador Whittlesey would not be able to be here because of health
reasons. I also want to acknowledge the presence of Mr. Eric Amhof,
Cultural Counselor at the Swiss Embassy in Washington, who is among us
and who has been instrumental in putting information about the SAHS on
the website of the Embassy. He also extended to us the invitation to come
to the Embassy for our next Annual Meeting on October 2, 2004.
Marianne Burkhard OSB
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C. COMMITTEE REPORT
on the
SWISS CENTER OF NORTH AMERICA in New Glarus, Wisconsin
Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Swiss American Historical
Society
In New York on October 4, 2003
Some of you may remember that the issue of our Society becoming
involved in the Swiss Center ofNorth America was discussed at the Annual
Meeting in Philadelphia in 1999. A committee was later formed, for
simplicity's sake called the New Glarus Committee, to study this matter
more carefully. That committee consists of the following:
Monika Bachmann Bracken
Marianne Burkhard
Jiirg Siegenthaler and
Myself as Chairperson
Our evaluation is based on material Donald Tritt sent us last December,
which I brought with me in case you would like to look at it. We have not
received any new information since.
Every committee member spent considerable time and effort to evaluate
the available material to determine how our Society could best participate.
First of all, all members of the committee agree that the Swiss Center of
North America is a very ambitious and long-term project, focusing at the
moment on securing the necessary funds to start construction.
The committee also agreed that business and technology, particularly
biotech and pharmaceutical companies, seem to be a large part of the Swiss
Center project. Most people on their Emeritus Committee and Board of
Directors are either from large corporations or government. One of the
brochures indicates how companies could benefit from extensive marketing
campaigns, cross marketing, and marketing strategies. There is nothing
wrong with marketing campaigns and marketing strategies, but the
committee believes that our Society, which is focused on historical research,
cannot contribute to this aspect of the project.
As far as financial support is concerned, the Committee agreed that our
Society, which has only limited resources, is not in a position to make a
financial contribution to the Swiss Center. Of course, individual members
are entirely free to provide financial support, a gesture that would not
involve the Society.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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However, this does not mean that our Society cannot make a
contribution in kind at a later point. Some of our members have great
expertise in specific historical areas and genealogy who might be willing to
offer their knowledge once the Swiss Center has reached the stage where
such collaboration is required. We are interested in receiving further
information on the Swiss Center as it moves towards the realization of its
goals. Based on our findings, the Committee recommends that, at this time,
no action be taken in this matter.
Rosa Schupbach
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D. Membership Report 2002-2003
CURRENT MEMBERS BY TYPE AND COUNTRY:
Membership Type

US/Canada

Regular ($30/yr.)
Student ($15/yr.)
Institution ($50/yr.)
Life Members
Complimentary

132
5
13
37
29
216

Switzerland/Other
37
1
3
6

11
58

Total
169
6
16
43
40
274

MEMBERSHIP CHANGES, 10/01/2002-9/30/2003:
Members as of 10/01/2002
Plus: New Members Enrolled
Plus: Former Members (not "Current" last year)
who have Rejoined
Less: Dropped by Request or Decease
Less: Dropped for Non-Payment of Dues
Current Members as of 09/30/2003

318
12
1
-22
- 35
274

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP BY COUNTRY AND STATE:
CA

co
CT
DC
DE
FL
GA
HI
IA
IL
IN
LA
MA
MD
ME

20
2
1
4
2
5
1
1
3
23
5
3
5
8
1

MI
MN
MO
MT
NC
NH
NJ
NV
NY
OH
OR
PA
RI
SC
SD
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9
1
1
8
1
6
2
29
9
5
7
1
5
2

TN
TX
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WY
BC,CANADA
ON,CANADA
QB,CANADA
GERMANY
SWITZERLAND

3
4
3
9
1
3
16
1
1
2
1
1
58
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E. Treasurer's Report
Ernest Thurston, Treasurer

I. BALANCE SHEET

Opening

Closing

10/01/02

09/30/03

5,749.88
48,438.58
0.00
0.00

3,822.49
57,500.09
0.00
105.28

54,188.46

61,427.86

LIABS. 201 Accounts Payable
LIABS. 202 Restricted Funds
LIABS 203 Other Payables
EQUITY 299 Net Worth

0.00
(4,025.00)
0.00
{50,163.46)

(510.00)
(2,700.00)
0.00
{58,217.86)

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

(54,188.46)

(61,427.86)

ASSETS
ASSETS
ASSETS
ASSETS

101 Ckg Acct
102 Vanguard STAR Fund
103 Capital Assets
104 Accounts Receivable

TOTAL ASSETS
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[February
Amount

INCOME

301 Annual Dues

(8,248.24)

INCOME

302 Donations

(2,620.00)

INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME

303 Meeting Fees
304 Book Sales
305 Vanguard STAR Fund Dividends
306 Vanguard Capital Appreciation
307 Life Memberships Paid

(250.00)
(40.00)
(1,470.23)
(7,591.28)
{1,000.00)

TOTAL INCOME

EXPS.
EXPS.
EXPS.
EXPS.
EXPS.
EXPS.
EXPS.

401 Annual Meeting (fees & catering)
402 Donations
403 Postage, Stationery, & Admin
404 Publications (incl shipping)
405 Legal & Professional Services
406 Travel & Meals
407 Other

TOTAL EXPENSES

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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III. PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 2003-04 FISCAL YEAR

Amount

INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME
INCOME

7,200.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
750.00
50.00

301 Annual Dues: US
301 Annual Dues: Swiss branch
302 Donations
303 Meeting Fees
304 Book Sales
305 Vanguard STAR Fund Dividendsl,500.00
306 Vanguard Capital Appreciation
307 Life Memberships Paid

TOTAL INCOME

EXPS.
EXPS
EXPS
EXPS
EXPS

401 Annual Meeting (fees & catering)
402 Donations
403 Postage, Stationery, & Admin
404 Publications (incl shipping)
404 Publications

TOTAL EXPENSES

1,500.00
500.00
14,500.00

750.00
500.00
500.00
6,600.00
5,000.00
13,350.00

Additional Notes:
1. I would like to start each fiscal year cleanly on October 1.
Accordingly, receipts and expenditures for the annual meeting will
show up on the financial statement at the end of the year. The only
amounts shown on this statement for "annual meeting" are from
Oct. '02 for last year's meeting in Philadephia. Receipts and
expenses for today's meeting will appear next year.
2. I had hoped to have a complete analysis of our Vanguard Fund
investments, with all past endowment contributions, ready to
present today. We need to know how much of these funds are
attributable to Life Memberships, and how ·much to other
donations, restricted or unrestricted. Unfortunately I was unable to
complete it in time. I will present it at the next meeting.
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Proposal
It is proposed that the SAHS operate three SAHS Funds:

1. An Operating Fund (existing)
Income: -Annual membership dues
-Annual transfer from Investment Fund of $2000
-General, non-designated donations
Use:

-Administrative expenses
-SAHS Review (three times a year)
-Annual Meeting costs

2. An Investment Fund (existing):
Principal at present to be kept not lower than $40,000
Income: -Life memberships
-Interest from the principal
Use:

-$2000 annually to operating fund (cost for life
members)
-Earnings above the $40,000 base: to Special Projects
Fund

3. Special Projects Fund (to be formally approved):
Income: -Interest from Investment Fund above its $40,000 base
-Specially designated gifts from members or
institutions
(for specific projects like books, meetings, exhibitions)
-Surplus from Operating Fund (if occurring)
Use:

-For special projects approved by the membership
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